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In one of its first meetings, which took place on 21 February 2019, 
the Council of Ministers approved a wide range of loans from various 
international creditors totaling up to  USD 1.16Bn. 

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY

To date, and despite the Government’s commitment to transparency, 
on the basis of which it was granted confidence by Parliament 
on 15 February, the Lebanese public has no access to information 
regarding the exact content of the decisions taken by the Council of 
Ministers regarding these loans, as shown below: 

• The above figure is based on the agenda that was distributed 
prior to the meeting of the Council of Ministers, and the news were 
released to the press in very vague terms after the meeting1. 

• On Thursday 28 February, one full week after the meeting, no 
information had been posted on the cabinet’s website, and the link 
to the press release regarding the decisions remains inactive2. In any 
case, it should be noted that the full text of the decisions should be 
available online, and not only as a recapitulative press release.

Figure 1 - Screenshot of the official website of the 
Presidency of the Council of Ministers3

Transparency is the basis of good governance. The lack of 
transparency today is the first breach of confidence by authorities 
who have yet again asked for an opportunity to conduct reforms 
after a long track record of failed governance.

1National News Agency, 21 February 

2019, http://nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/show-

news/393369 

2See Figure 1 below

3Screenshot taken on 02/28/2019 of the 

official website of the Presidency of the 

Council of Ministers (pcm.gov.lb) with 

no link available to the decisions taken 

during the meeting of 02/21/2019

http://nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/show-news/393369 
http://nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/show-news/393369 
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BREACH OF THE CONSTITUTION

Beyond this opacity, what is worrying is the persistence of the cabinet to 
act in direct breach of the Constitution and public finance procedures. 
As stated by Constitutional Council Ruling No. 5/20174, no further 
expenditure or tax collection can be implemented in the absence of 
an annual budget. The cabinet nevertheless granted itself the right to 
collect and spend the taxpayer’s money on the basis of the so-called 
provisional twelfth “rule” which has been twisted from its purpose in 
violation of the Constitution.  

FLAWED PUBLIC INVESTMENT PROCEDURES

Furthermore, this comes within the framework of flawed public 
investment procedures, whether financed by loans or the treasury. This 
framework needs revision according to the joint IMF/World Bank Public 
Investment Management Assessment Report (PIMA) submitted to the 
Prime Minister’s Office on 5 September 2018. Kulluna Irada has been 
informally briefed about this report’s recommendations, but our official 
request for access was neither met by the Prime Minister’s Office nor by 
the IMF (the latter needs a greenlight from the Lebanese authorities). 

Given that public debt to GDP has reached a critical level of 152% with 
a projected annual servicing cost of USD 5.7Bn in 2019 (based on our 
estimates) and based on the PIMA guidelines developed by the IMF5, 
the cabinet should not have agreed on these loans but rather included 
them in the budget of 2019. It is not acceptable to unblock old projects 
that have been in the pipeline for years only to show international 
creditors that Lebanon is back to work. There is an urgent need to 
review every decision and its priority during the budget discussion. 
This entails having a macro-image in mind that takes into account the 
opportunity cost of each dollar spent in light of economic, social and 
financial objectives and constraints. 

Moreover, given the severity of the current fiscal crisis, the prevailing 
“laissez faire” mentality regarding fiscal expenditure will only lead us 
to the abyss. Members of Parliament should not under the pretext of 
emergency vote on any additional loans without a clear image of the 
road ahead. As such, authorizing expenditures should only be done 
under a clear budget that highlights all financial obligations these 
projects create and their multi-annual spending commitments.

MORE THAN $1.8BN COMMITMENTS

The least we can say is that the commitments entailed by the cabinet’s 
decisions are not clear. The total amount of the loans disclosed is 
USD1.16Bn. This is not an insignificant figure. To put it in context, it 
amounts to about 70% of the budgetary support given to EDL during 
2018. However, more importantly, a majority of these loans only cover 
part of the costs of the projects they correspond to. As such, Kulluna 
Irada estimates that these loans will entail a minimum of USD 656.49Mn 
in extra commitments from the Treasury’s side excluding future interest 
payments6.

5  International Monetary Fund, Public 

Investment Management Assessment, 

2015, https://www.imf.org/external/np/

fad/publicinvestment/pdf/PIMA.pdf 

4Constitutional Council, Decision No. 

5/2017, Lebanese Constitutional Council, 

Yearly Review, 2017, http://www.cc.gov.

lb/sites/default/files/Livre_Conseil_

Constitutionnel_11_2018_arabe.pdf

6See Table 1 below

https://www.imf.org/external/np/fad/publicinvestment/pdf/PIMA.pdf 
https://www.imf.org/external/np/fad/publicinvestment/pdf/PIMA.pdf 
http://www.cc.gov.lb/sites/default/files/Livre_Conseil_Constitutionnel_2018_11_arabe.pdf
http://www.cc.gov.lb/sites/default/files/Livre_Conseil_Constitutionnel_2018_11_arabe.pdf
http://www.cc.gov.lb/sites/default/files/Livre_Conseil_Constitutionnel_2018_11_arabe.pdf
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The reason why we cannot pinpoint the exact amount of hidden costs 
created by the cabinet’s decisions is because the data surrounding 
these loans is still not available or only the bare minimum has been 
presented to the public. Key documents - such as loan agreements 
with the World Bank - have not been drafted, and thus the cabinet’s 
decisions were based on expectations and not hard facts. 

Table 1: Loans approved by the Lebanese Government 
on 21/2/2019, by loan amount, total project cost and 
additional costs to the Government

*Additional costs hereby listed do not include future interest 
payments
**Totals are calculated only based on available data (see non-
available data marked above as N/A)

7World Bank, Lebanon National Jobs Program, 2019, http://guides.library.uwa.edu.

au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
8World Bank, Land Administration System Modernization, 2019, http://projects.

worldbank.org/P159692?lang=en
9World Bank, Greater Beirut Public Transport Project, 2019, http://projects.worldbank.

org/P160224?lang=en
10World Bank, Lebanon Health Resilience Project, 2019, http://projects.worldbank.org/

P163476?lang=en
11European Investment Bank, Lebanon Industrial Zones, 2019, http://www.eib.org/en/

projects/pipelines/pipeline/20170158
12European Investment Bank, Waste Water Treatment Plant, 2019, http://www.eib.org/

en/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20100281
13CDR, Signature with AFD, 2018, http://www.cdr.gov.lb/eng/press_releases_details.

asp?news_id=2011

Lending Institution Project
Loan Amount 

(Mn USD)
Total Project 

Cost
Additional Costs incurred 

by the Government*

World Bank
Lebanon National 

Jobs Program7
329.00 695.00 366.00

World Bank
Land Administration

 System Modernization8 
43.00 43.00 0.00

World Bank
Greater Beirut 

Public Transport Project9 
225.20 345.00 119.80

World Bank
Lebanon Health 

Resilience Project10 
95.80 120.00 24.20

European Investment Bank Lebanon Industrial Zones11 59.28 119.70 60.42

European Investment Bank
Waste Water Treatment 

Plant12  
78.09 164.16 86.07

European Investment Bank
Strengthening the 

Financial Government
N/A N/A N/A

French Development Agency Sewage Treatment Plant13 38.76 N/A N/A

Kuwaiti Fund for Arabic Eco-

nomic Development 

Two Sewage Treatment 

Plants
50.00 N/A N/A

Arab Fund for Economic and 

Social Development
Pan Arab Highway: 184.43 N/A N/A

Other costs Rebuilding Water Systems 2.67 N/A N/A

Total** 1106.23 1486.86 656.49

http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430 
http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430 
http://projects.worldbank.org/P159692?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P159692?lang=en
http://projects.worldbank.org/P160224?lang=en 
http://projects.worldbank.org/P160224?lang=en 
http://projects.worldbank.org/P163476?lang=en 
http://projects.worldbank.org/P163476?lang=en 
http://www.eib.org/en/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20170158 
http://www.eib.org/en/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20170158 
http://www.eib.org/en/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20100281 
http://www.eib.org/en/projects/pipelines/pipeline/20100281 
http://www.cdr.gov.lb/eng/press_releases_details.asp?news_id=2011 
http://www.cdr.gov.lb/eng/press_releases_details.asp?news_id=2011 


Kulluna Irada is a civic organization for political reform, engaged in 
setting the foundations for a modern, secure, efficient, sustainable 
and just state. It is funded exclusively by Lebanese citizens in Lebanon 
and abroad. Kulluna Irada believes transparency, accountability and 
citizen participation as major constituents of good governance. The 
organization’s goal is to raise awareness on public issues and engage 
constituencies of the Lebanese society: citizens, NGOs, experts, 
municipalities, and members of Parliament and Government in order 
to find and implement sustainable solutions.
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